



































































































































Recallthat a map E X y is a covering
map if each point pey bas aubel which
is evenlycovered and we Y is evenly
covered if F w is a disjoint union of
sets Wj where EIUj is a homeomorphism

Example exp Q E 63

a

Uo

we14
e w us

In this case we can think of the nape
Cjw us as brandiesofthe logarithm
We can also obtain these brands maps
by integration of the I four

d






































































































































def f'Czydz

Remark ex EE DEI EEE dz






































































































































We know that Ez does not leave an

anti derivative on a 83 but we know
that restricted to any simply connected
set EE does have an anti derivative
and this anti derivative is givenby
integrating colony curves

Further
any two anti

derivatives differ

by a constant

lisCw Cutie's x die

Given a covering space F X Y we define
the.de T to consistof umps
g x x so that fog F

H
ES LE
y

In our example T corresponds to ziti I acting






































































































































on Q by translation When X is aniply
connected we can identify r with it

We do this by taking a loop downstairs 8 cagey

liftingupstairs F sois X We nap r to g where
8CFCoD pa

gotG Ju
8D anti
a

to






































































































































In general for any U and holomorphicb from
fande au U pathintegrationgains a group
homomorphism h Ttu Cl where he8 fyfedz

In this case are home
gledegroup

ss

IT Q 903 7L and we can make
an explicit identificationbysending
a loop r in e Eos to f
Def wind p og Fai f EE
So wind Cp o records the homotopy type
of p as an integer How many tries

p wafts around 0

Def wind p zD Tai J DEE Howmany
tunes p scrape around Zo






































































































































CauchyIntegral Formula
In tamplaxoariableevantapsouf
from first principles since it is
this result that leads to poweraeries

representation

Effemopaic
Jr In D Eos Iz Glad

Sammi thru in D Ed FEI is

O fdfEdz ufEfdz
bolin D 83 so dorsal

u

DrDe dz fj dZ
reosttirsiut a'E rsfutticost

UT

Jg f dz J ft dt
O






































































































































Write f E foot food Ocr rdtteawindow o
b OG O

gifted t ffEEII.dz

y
E e give two

are v o

n.to
heino

k102 fed

so this quotient is boundedfor raved

Cauchy formula given away toreproducethevaluesoff on a disk from the values off
on the boundaryof the dials fade
to analyticity and euuf

ounauoauiaergf.d.lkEoanEEEffominbor
Aw






































































































































Residue theorem

fda






































































































































broom's Term f is holomorphic in a dish

iff f dt o for any 8

Uniform limit of holomorphicfunctions is
holomorphic Prahlad

Reardonp 8
Prop If f is holomorphic and non constant
on a connected domain then at eaakzek
there is some first coefficient so

f a fc2pt Et Hh faut AwaCz t

with an to guineaimitre
Proof The set where ajo is closed so

thesetwhere all aj vanish is closed

On the other bend thesetwhere all ajavanish
is open by analyticity Arnie this set is
not all of u it is empty byconnectivity






































































































































Science Q

corollary The set of 2 in u with fate
is isolated

Proof buy fGot e then near to

f G kept G 2ofgas ivith geo to
so fat fat t ZoTget If Zo is close to Z

then this difference is non zerobythe cont

ofg

Winiding numbers and counting zeros
ofholomorphic functions

Any fia holomorphic but not constant
and fed 0 five o's are isolated
we can find a dials Dr around 0

so that o is the onlypoint in an

mapping too

f






































































































































f

TO

a

fad

In particular for a Q EB

What is thewinding number of fears
how fat E ga cette gusto
Wind Hou o

d

fan

t.if.ge
aaqtnfg
integration

ii if.int
fTz.fnzhgG7tEg'Czy8nZ GG






































































































































y.dz 9jfIzgdz

U

Iet us define
a valenceoff at o butethat we iff
f lotto Definevalence more generally

General formula
Tet f D Q le holomorphic
then ftp.ff dz winding ofHID

Eu
zjfcz.jo

of antituris
counted with

multiplicity


